1. Introduction

In the supply chain, a warehouse is an essential component for linking the upstream (production) and downstream (distribution) entities, and most of the warehouse operations are either labour- or capital-intensive. The performance of these operations not only affects the productivity and operational costs of a warehouse, but also the whole supply chain. Therefore, it is necessary to enhance the productivity and reduce the operational costs of the warehouse.

Warehouse management systems (WMSs) have been developed for handling warehouse resources and monitoring warehouse operations in order to increase their efficiency and effectiveness. However, most often the current WMSs have been designed for handling warehouse resources and monitoring warehouse operations significantly affects the efficiency of the whole chain it belongs to. Radio frequency identification (RFID) is an emerging technology capable of providing real-time information about the location and properties of tagged object(s), such as people, equipment or products. The objective of this article is threefold, to propose and compare different offline and online policies for the scheduling of warehouse operations, to design a tool that allows the decision maker to compare policies and environments without putting them into practice, and to study the benefits that can be obtained if RFID is used in a particular type of warehouse. To this end, we have developed a stylised model that captures and generalises the main characteristics of the structure, routing and sequencing operations of a given real warehouse. The model incorporates several realistic features never or rarely discussed in the literature in the presence of RFID, for example, due dates in the orders that have to be performed and congestion in the warehouse due to the presence of multiple vehicles performing the orders. We have also developed a set of heuristic routing and sequencing procedures that take and, alternatively, do not take into account real time information, and compare their performance via simulation on a set of randomly generated, although realistic, warehouse scenarios. Computational results show the effect in terms of due data fulfilment and tardiness minimisation if the RFID technology is installed and offline and online management policies are considered.
information can be obtained without RFID, but using this technology facilitates obtaining it. As stated in Lim, Bahr, and Leung (in press), “interest in RFID in warehousing is rather stagnant and relatively small in comparison to other research domains”. According to this review, neither due dates nor congestion, both key concepts in our paper, have been studied in the context of RFID.

For warehouses that keep inventories, the basic warehouse operations are to receive Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) from suppliers, store the SKUs in storage locations, receive orders from customers, retrieve SKUs from storage locations, assemble them for shipment and ship the completed orders to customers (surveys can be found at De Koster, Le-Duc, & Roodbergen, 2007; Gu, Goetschalckx, & McGinnis, 2007; Gu, Goetschalckx, & McGinnis, 2010; Roodbergen & De Koster, 2001). Storing and retrieving are the most expensive operations because they tend to be either very labour intensive or very capital intensive. The routing and sequencing decision in storage/retrieval order operations determines the best sequence and route of locations for storing and/or retrieving a given set of items where the storage/retrieval location of an item is given. Oliveira (2007) studies the problem of scheduling the truck load operations in an automatic storage/retrieval system. The problem is modelled as a job-shop problem by considering the loads as jobs, the pallets of a load as job operations and the forklifts as machines. A genetic algorithm for makespan minimisation is also presented. Zápfel and Wasner (2006) formulate a warehouse sequencing problem in a steel supply chain as a dynamic job shop sequencing problem and present a heuristic algorithm for its resolution. Ho and Sarma (2009) present an abstract warehouse model to evaluate the location assignment problem in warehouse systems. They rely on RFID to keep track of items even if they are distributed non-contiguously across a warehouse. The study in Fosso and Chatfield (2010) provides support for the enabling role of RFID technology in effecting warehouse process optimisation. Poon et al. (2011) describe a real-time warehouse operation planning system for solving small batch replenishment problems. Real-time production and warehouse operations are monitored by RFID.

One of the objectives of this research is to show how real-time information allows us to design better management policies for the scheduling of storage/retrieval warehouse operations. Another goal of the paper is to study the benefits than can be obtained if RFID is used in a particular type of warehouse. The work provides some insights that can be drawn from the RFID technology in the context of warehouse storage/retrieval operations management that can be used to decide whether or not this technology is installed. To address both issues, we develop a stylised model that captures and generalises the main characteristics of the structure and routing and sequencing operations of a given real warehouse in which the Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) are pallets and the storage/retrieval operations are performed by means of forklifts. The model incorporates several realistic features not previously developed with in the literature in the presence of RFID. They are the following: (1) Due to the confined and narrow travel paths in a warehouse and also for security reasons, some restrictions on forklift movements have to be considered such as security distances, avoiding forklift intersection policies and aisle entrance blocking policies. The non-consideration of these constraints could lead to the proposal of unreliable plans of action and to meaningless results. (2) The expected arrival time of trucks to collect goods or the production requirements imposes temporal limits on the fulfilment of retrieval operations. These temporal limits are reflected in the model as due dates on the fulfilment of groups of retrieval orders. It seems that in practice the fulfilment of these due dates is an objective more important than the usually considered objective of makespan minimisation.

We have developed a set of order sequencing and routing heuristic procedures that take, and, alternatively, do not take into account, real time information and compare their performance via simulation. We have considered two types of order management settings: static (S) and dynamic (D), depending on whether the forklift driver is provided at the start of the working period with an ordered list of orders to be fulfilled or is provided with a single order at the beginning of the working period and each time he arrives at the depot after he has completed the previous order.

Furthermore, to facilitate the accurate estimation of durations, the time to fulfil an order is calculated as the sum of several main times: the travel time, the waiting time, the depot time and the storage/retrieval time. Also to compute each of these main times we have considered the times needed to perform different elementary actions: travel time (to traverse an arc in a storage aisle or in a cross aisle); depot time (to assimilate a new order, to manually identify a pallet, to automatically identify a pallet and to deposit or remove a pallet from the depot ground); storage/retrieval time (to position the forklift in front of the storage location, to manually and automatically identify a pallet, to lift up the pallet to the proper level, to bring down the forks, to temporarily deposit on the ground and pick up afterwards the carried pallet and one or more pallets already stored if necessary; to manoeuvre the forklift to a position that allows it to traverse the aisle). This detailed decomposition also facilitates the identification of features of the current warehouse status that influence the quality of the generated plans as is the case with area congestion (see Section 4).

The problem has been motivated by the study of a warehouse of a Spanish company that produces beauty products (shampoo, creams, lotions, and so on) for one of the most important supermarket chains in the country. This company is interested in knowing the benefits that can be obtained in terms of due date fulfilment and tardiness minimisation if the RFID technology is installed and some management policies are considered. To address this concern we considered the design of the warehouse and times to fulfil orders based on actual data from this company. However the layout corresponds to a rectangular layout whose use is widespread and times correspond to the usual speed of forklifts.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we describe the main characteristics of the type of warehouse we are considering. We also define a mathematical model for the optimisation problem dealt with in this paper. In Section 3, we introduce the types of order management settings and the technological environments we analyse throughout the paper. Section 4 is devoted to present the solution approach adopted. We describe the algorithm and the different policies proposed to solve our problem. An example is included to facilitate the understanding of the algorithm. We also present a simulator that simulates the structure and operations in a warehouse. The simulator will be used to evaluate the performance of a given order management policy. In Section 5 we carry out several experiments to analyse the performance of our procedures and the benefits of using the RFID technology. To do that we have also devised a procedure capable of generating test instances similar to our case. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Warehouse description and model specification

In this section we describe the main characteristics of the warehouse we are working with. We also represent the warehouse as a graph, which will help us to develop a program that simulates the movements in the warehouse. Finally, we define a mathematical model for our problem.

2.1. Warehouse description and problem characteristics

In this paper we consider rectangular warehouse layouts (Fig. 1) with a certain number of parallel storage aisles and parallel cross
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